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The Editor's Toolkit: A Hands-On Guide to the Craft of Film and TV Editing is a tutorial-based
introduction to the craft of editing. Today's process of media editing is fast and competitive,
making this guide a necessity for anyone looking to break into the business. Here, Chris
Wadsworth provides 52 media-based examples for you to put together, with the benefit of seeing
what he did with those same exercises, giving you essential feedback to improve your technique
and learn the tricks of the trade. Accessible and to-the-point, the primer is a must-read for
anyone looking to learn both the art and technique of editing. This 4-color guide
features:Examples from the world of film and TV that show how even the greatest directors
employ the same techniques in their productions that are mentioned in this guideA look at CV’s
and the right attitudes that will give you the best chance at breaking into the editing
worldIntensive sections about the way music and sound editing can shape the entire
productionA companion website featuring video and other media that you can edit on your own,
each featuring examples of cuts and techniques discussed in the book as well as a discussion
forum.
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Ebook Library Reader, “but you will find nothing like it in books or on YouTube. An invaluable
book! It took me some time to finish it, but you will find nothing like it in books or on YouTube.
Plenty of exercises where you can learn from and find out how you did compared to the author.
And believe me most of time I had plenty to learn. I wish this book could go on forever. But I'll
guess I read and do it again in a couple of months. The only wish I have is that the supplied
media would be already in another format. The edit programs I use don't work with MOV files.
Splendid Chris and many thanks for your insights!”

Naulls, “A splendid book, packed full of real, practical .... A splendid book, packed full of real,
practical examples, with hints and tips gleaned from long experience in the editing business. All
budding video editors - and many established ones - will benefit from reading this book. The
publishers just need to get the media download working properly to qualify for the full 5 stars.”

Lyn T, “This guide covers every element of the process of visual .... This guide covers every
element of the process of visual programme making and is essential reading for anyone involved
or wishing to earn a living in the industry. Certainly merits a place on every curriculum for media
studiesIMDB shows 67 entries of programmes and series edited by Chris Wadsworth since the
early 80s. His talent is unequalled, his work outstanding.5 Stars”

Valerie Jacobs, “Looks informative.. My grandson requested this for his 14th birthday present, he
wants to learn about filming and directing.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 8 people have provided feedback.
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